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Software failures after deployment consist of producing incorrect outputs or refusing to
provide service altogether. In order to restore the expected service, people responsible
for a failed application at a users’ organization often have to infer an observed error’s
cause and the possible repair actions based on incomplete or even misleading information
produced by the diagnosed software [BKM+04, RSB03].

Insufficient attention given to error handling during development is both easy to blame and
to dismiss as the reason for the poor quality of error messages, being a project-specific hu-
man factor. However, more universal reasons for the poor quality of error messages exist
that coincide with fundamental principles of software modularity. Specifically, the focus
on software reuse and information hiding may lead to module interfaces with underspec-
ified implementation-specific exceptions [PH05]. In general, module implementors may
receive too little information from the execution environment to provide meaningful error
messages.

In light of these issues, we propose an approach which supports fault diagnosis with a
Bayesian network [Pea88]. The Grid middleware Condor [TTL05] served as an initial
case study to test this approach within the e-Science project WISENT [WIS06]. The
Bayesian network is constructed manually from a user’s perspective in order to link each
fault hypothesis to symptoms observable during or after a related failure (Figure 1). During
modelling, probabilities are assessed to reflect experts’ knowledge about strengths of the
causal relationships. After an actually observed failure, the model can guide the user’s
process of collecting information about symptoms to distinguish faults.

The quality of fault diagnosis is limited by two factors: the availability of relevant informa-
tion and our ability to draw conclusions that are justified by such information. Our choice
of Bayesian networks as a formalism targets the second factor. However, employing this
model can also contribute to the first factor, by focusing on what information is relevant,
how to represent it, and how to obtain it to support automated fault diagnosis.

Our case study performed on the Condor middleware helped identify the following areas
for future research:

• Selection of model variables
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Figure 1: A Bayesian network for diagnosing rejected jobs in Condor.

• Representing object instances and states

• User interaction

• Costs of model construction and maintenance

Furthermore, we plan to develop a domain-specific vocabulary which can be used to de-
scribe common failure scenarios in Grid computing and to automate their diagnosis by
incorporating available sources of information, such as distributed log files.
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